Because of the complexity of the human structure, and the irregularity of the human tissues, and the discrepancy of human individuality, segmenting and rendering 3D medical data 
Introduction
In scientific visualization, volume rendering is a powerful technique for visualizing meaningful information extracted from volumetric data, but requires long processing time. To achieve an interactive speed, a number of optimized methods have been proposed. Among them, the cell projection method proposed by J. Wilhelms takes advantage of similar function value of contiguous sampling cells of the non-edge region to decrease the amount of counting and speed up data rendering [1] , Researchers like Zhou Yong separate the sampling cells in to several subareas as a unit cell to project to increase rendering speed further [2] [3] . Therefore, the cell block projection requires strict edges and correct classification of the data field .
The medical data derives from the surveying of medical devices. Its data is influenced by the precision, working environment and other un-certainties of the devices. This makes the measuring results a certain extent unpredictable, especially on its sensitive edge region [4] . At the sensitive regions of the edge, it is hard to correctly classify substances according to gray value whereas these regions are the emphasis in many experiments. Therefore, the conventional classification by a fixed threshold can not guarantee its precision. Instead, an unfixed threshold in a certain gray range will draw out solely the region with characteristics that users are interested in. This will more precisely offer the information of its object and thus have more practical meanings.
The so-called feature is that the information embedded in the data group which helps explain the relevant physical phenomenon. As a result of that, the feature in practice can be defined as a certain region, a target or a parameter that users are interested in [5] [6] .
Visualization technology is a research field combining image processing and displaying. From the view that the digital signals are distributed discretely, the 2D images and the 3D data field are analogical. They are also identical according to the characteristics of space data distribution of certain objects, such as, the normal distribution of the data and jump distribution of .edge data. In this case, some basic theories and technologies of image processing are extended to make them can be used in 3D data field to offer effective measurement for visualization. To be exact, it will draw out edge transition region (an object with certain distribution region) from 3D data field, then will picture out the transition and non -transition region.
The algorithms on image segmentation can be divided int o: 1). The algorithms based on the analysis of inconsecutive gray between edge regions; 2) the algorithms based on the analysis of similar gray in a region. Both of the approaches assume that the union sets of image region comprise the whole image, namely, the edge has no breadth. However, research indicates that the actual image, esp. some certain medical images, do not fulfill such standard, that is to say, the actual image edge is a field with both characteristics of distinguishing region and of being provided with breadth (it means that the actual edge of the surface area will not equal to nothing). We name this area the edge transition region. It is located between two different objects, and the gray of pixels contained in it also sets among two relevan t the gray of pixels [7] . It is also the emphasis in many experiments and practices. Nevertheless, the ordinary volume rendering methods segment image and give each cell color and untransparentness value exclusively. This strict classification makes the cells in edge transition region lost its transitional feature.
This paper applies and extended threshold using index of fuzziness of 2D image to segment 3D data field, draws out the edge transition region of 3D data field and projects cells in it respectively with cells in non-edge transition to speed up rendering and guarantee the displaying precision of the region that users are interested in.
The theoretical base of the algorithm

The existence of edge transition region
The Existence of edge transition region in 3D medical data field can be explained by the following three aspects: Firstly, some medical phenomenon and some regions between human tissues are transitional, for instance, blood flowing speed decreases gradually from the midway to the wall in the blood vessel. And this is unavoidable in blood flowing visualization. The CT data we used in the experiment, similarly, the densities of foramen vertebrale and ethmoid sinus are between bone and brain tissues. And its transitional characteristics should be displayed in visualization. Secondly, many medical measuring results are the average value in the measured pixel and they make the border of tissues transitional, such as, the cubage effect in CT measurement. Thirdly, the interpolation in data field makes organs or tissues data transitional.
Feasibility of cell projection algorithm for 3D medical data field
Cell block projection make uses of function value of spacial correlativity of sampling cells and combines the cells ,which both next to each other and with approximate function value, and projects them as a single unit. 3D medical data field forms from surveying results on human organs and tissues and has natural approximation, esp. on their sequence slices. Thus, the 3D medical data field can be applied to the cell block projection.
Algorithm Realization
Data Field Pretreatment
Gray (or color) value is assigned in accordance with human convention or request but not the nature the thing has. The absolute value of data is meaningl ess while the difference of A Cell Projection Algorithm Based on Feature Region Segmentation and Cells Sorting Li Xinwu neighboring cells is meaningful. So, the algorithm makes the function value of the original data into a range from 0 to 255 and replaces the original data with processed ones. Therefore, it can decrease subsequent processed memory. and increase processing speed.
Definition of Feature region--Edge Transition Region
Given an image X of size The traditional approach makes q a segmentation threshold when q get minimum and classifies exclusively the images, that is to say, segmentation interface is a line with nil area. This paper takes an region, with a certain breadth and with q as its core, as the segmentation threshold. This makes the segmentation interface a transition region and maintain the transitional characteristics of the transition region of medical data fields.
Data field rendering 3.3.1. Combining Cells
In order to keep the order of cells in depth, the algorithm i n rendering processes slices from the nearest view to the farthest. Let's assume that we are processing a given cell in a slice and it is 0 k . Firstly, judge whether it is the one in edge transition region or not. If it is, then mark it as B-cell and project it directly to screen (figure out its contribution to screen); if it is not, then mark it as I-cell and combine it into M-cell. Doing so can treat M-cell as a new cell to decrease operating object and amount of projection cell and speed up rendering. Cell combining is only carried for linked cells in a same slice to guarantee combining those belonging to same substance. Its principles are as followings:
1. Only cells in the same region in non-transition region can be combined. 2. Combined M-cell must be a rectangle for it can make M-cell simple and be in order.
3. The combining process should be carried in the order from beginning to end in order to guarantee its order. Since a cell has already combined into M -cell, there should not be any unprocessed cell whose priority of processing is higher than processed ones. The following is the simple description to algorithm of processing slice 0 
Sorted cells array design
There are several categories of sorted algorithms, and many data structure are used to store the sorted arrays [8] . Because the brightness of each cell is an integer and its value is limited, we can design an array indexed by the brightness. Now each data of a slice can be read cell by cell, and store the position of the cell to the element indexed by the value. After acquired the sorted array of all the slices into a image. Figure 1 shows the process of building the sorted array of a slice. Knowing from figure1 that the number of cell in slice can not be determinated. The simplest way is to store them using linked list, however it is not a way with high storage efficiency. Therefore, a storage structure is designed which is shown in figure 2 .
A data structure StrtedLayerData is used for data of each slice, which is consist of the following 2 arrays: Array CellCoordinates which is used to store the 
Cell block projection and light intensity calculation
Every cell block, different from the conventional cells only in size, is a rectangle according to the principle of inner cells combining. As for cell blocks combined by cells in non-edge transition region, each function value inside it is derived approximately from interpolation of its eight point. The specific calculating cell's contribution to screen pixel, light intensity calculation and images combining algorithm takes the way introduced in reference 3. But the algorithm in this paper will use boundary surfaces (each surface of the rectangle after combining) instead of adopting the slice produced through the approach of iso-surface construction. Besides, this algorithm sets gray value of edge transition region cell between two parted regions.
Experiment results and conclusions
By using C language, the experiment on the algorithm is conducted under the working station SGI Iris4D. And the data used in experiment is the CT data sized in 128*128*128. The results show the following characteristics about the algorithm: (1) In terms of time consuming, the algorithm combines and projects cells in the non-edge transition region and sorts cells to select projection cells . Thus it decreases the number of projection cells. This is why it is superior to the cell projection algorithm at the cost of time-consuming (see table 1 for more information). In engineering practice, the breadth of edge transition region can be actively chosen in accordance with the need of images quality and the characteristics of data field to influence rendering time. (2) In terms of image quality, the algorithm does not separate the data fields exclusively and not destroy its transitional characteristics It also projects respectively the cells in edge transition region..Sorting cells only decrease the number of cells which will not affect the final image quality. Therefore, it leads to a more satisfying edge transition region. Fig.3，the result of the algorithm，shows more clearly the foramen vertebrale and ethmoid sinus in edge transition region. Fig.4 , the result of the cell block projection, definitely looses them in the final image. 
